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Direct number
+45 33 300 201

Mobile
+45 21 200 097

E-mail
uba@les.dk

Legal Assistant
Charlotte Cramer

Ulrik Bayer
Partner, Attorney

About

Description

Ulrik Bayer is partner in our Corporate Commercial team specializing in company law, finance law,
litigation and dispute resolution.

A significant part of Ulrik's advice also includes M&A transactions, restructurings, financing and general
corporate affairs. He is known for his ability to deliver customized solutions that accounts for the client's
unique needs and goals. Ulrik also has an impressive track record in litigating and in recent years has
litigated several cases before the Supreme Court - with great success. 
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Ulrik also holds several board positions. This gives him a practical understanding of business
management and corporate challenges.

When you work with Ulrik, you can expect an experienced and committed lawyer who is dedicated to
achieving the best results for you and your company - both on the short and the long run. 

Background

Milestones

Danish Supreme Court, 1996
Admitted to the Danish Bar, 1991
Master of Laws, University of Copenhagen, 1988

Directorships

A.F. Nyhuus A/S
BasisFinans A/S
Centralrøgeriet A/S
Faust Dyrbye A/S
Fjordblink Medical ApS
Milestones Capital A/S
SOFT DESIGN A/S
Jesøk 2 A/S
WEBSYDIAN A/S
LTH Holding 2 A/S

Activities

Member of The Association of Danish Law Firms

Languages

English
Scandinavian languages
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Corporate Commercial

Rankings

Ulrik Bayer has, again and again, proved his commitment to
being our trusted legal advisor. He is stellar in seeing the
situation and needs from our side, and always making himself
quickly available when needed. Ulrik Bayer is also self-aware
and involves other partners when he finds this to be valuable
for the outcome of a case.

- Legal 500

Areas

It highlights the importance of presenting clients with my
expert opinions, steering them towards the best course
of action, instead of overwhelming them with an
extensive list of alternatives.
What does 'Your business. Our personal commitment.' mean to Ulrik?

“


